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Students - this is a dorm
There is such an opinion: "Who did not live in a hostel, he was not a student." In fact, there is some
truth here, since such a rich life, as in student hostel, will not meet anywhere.

Students are known to be divided into several categories, and each rejoices in the hostel in their
own way. Let's talk about prospects?

A student - Botany understands that in the dormitory is noisy and it does not always smell, but put
up with his fate and even finds his charms in a saturated student life.

For example, he has new friends, and it is not surprising, because an excellent student in the block
is a discovery not only for neighbors around the room and the entire floor, but also for the entire
hostel.

He sharply becomes important and necessary for everyone and immediately, the neighbors
remember his name and often offer to celebrate the next non-existent holiday.

So being a botany in a hostel is not ashamed, but prestigious, and it is important to remember all
school excellent with admission to the university.

A student - an athlete also believes that living in a hostel has fun and useful. Well, everything is
clear with a good mood, but what about utility? How, you have not guessed, what am I talking
about?

Everything is simple: to study at the university becomes easier, because in the dormitory there will
be a botanist, which will take for the performance of an athlete; And thanks to his help, there will be
much more time on sports.

The student - the provincial is also not confused in the student community, especially since the
prospects for such a place of residence are quite obvious.

It is in the dormitory that you can get acquainted with urban students, acquire important ties, it is
better to familiarize yourself with a new city, change the provincial style on urban, stay after the
university.

So it is not necessary to scare this word "dormitory", to recall at least the same Kuzu from the Univer
- nothing, adapted.
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Student - Double. Well, this lobotryasa himself ordered to live in a hostel, because it is here that it is
always possible to find a person who will help to solve the next control or exchange rate work, well,
or at least give a replication of a similar task.

In terms of "finding, getting and breaking" a dormitory - this is golden lived for the negligent and
forever laggards of students.

So we can safely declare that the dorm is a wonderful bridgehead for young professionals, a
successful marriage, a profitable change in the place of residence, and indeed - some prospects for
the future, and most importantly - the fun time, which will always be in mind.

The complexity of life in the hostel
If you are an exemplary student, then you are not scared such a thing as a charter of a hostel. This
is an important document that the student must become the second constitution.

It is his provisions that the communal commandant is guided, when he does not allow students into
the block after 22.00, or it kicks out at all from the hostel.

So that there are no problems with the place of residence in the future, it is important to know
certain rules for living in the hostel.

The most important and significant among them are presented below.

1. The student should not be in the hostel later than 22.00, otherwise the entrance to the territory of
the hostel is strictly prohibited.

2. The student should not appear in the hostel in a drunken state, drink alcohol on the dorm site and
engage in alcohol.

3. The student should not carry and distribute drugs, however, as they personally use them.

4. The student should not smoke in the room or corridor, for such bad habits there are strictly
reserved places in the hostel.

5. The student (student) should not lead to a room of girls (guys) and relatives for the night;

6. The student is obliged to make a mandatory pay for the hostel monthly, otherwise the issue of its
immediate eviction will be raised or penalties.

7. A student at the settlement in the publication must be issued from his home and temporarily
attributing with student hostel.

Such temporary registration is a prerequisite, otherwise the bed - the place is not provided.



And the last, which is not in the charter, but it is necessary to remember. Anyway, the observance of
the charter of the dormitory entirely depends on the commandant, so it is best to conflict with this
official, to find a compromise and will not even prevent a friendship.

Only it is possible to hope that five years of study will fly by one moment, and problems with living
space, even if it is temporary, it certainly will not arise.

As practice shows, it is: good relationship - careless accommodation.


